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1. Introduction

The concept of "Sustainable Communities" is taking an increasingly strong hold in
discourses on civil society and sustainability A basic tenet of the sustainability
paradigm is that a community should be empowered to participate in the decision-
making process on issues that affect the well-being and continual development of the
community. Meaningful participation in such a process requires that stakeholders
have urestricted and easy access to all relevant information regarding the issue at
hand and that they have an effective means for communicating with one another
without the barriers often posed by spatial, temporal, skill and financial constraints.

The controversial nature of, and the intense emotion associated with nuclear waste
disposal make it especially important that the principles of right-to-know" and
"participatory decision making" be upheld for communities engaged in any aspect of,
or during any phase of, a site selection process. Whether a community is being
considered as a potential host site, located along the route for transport of the waste
material, or simply within a general region in which the siting may affect the
economic and environmental well-being of the community, they all share, to varying
degrees, a common concern: "how will it affect me, my family, and my community?"

Answering this question to the satisfaction of all stakeholders is one of the most
challenging tasks in a site selection process. More than three decades of research has
clearly demonstrated that addressing this concern goes far beyond simply "supplying
enough infon-nation" or even the "appropriate information". Experience has shown
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that no amount of public information programs, education programs, public hearing,
etc., will satisfy all parties involved. There are at least two major reasons for this:

i) The different values held by people affect how they perceive even fundamental
issues such as fairness, justice, morals, ethical behaviour, our relationship with, and
obligations to fellow human beings, animals, and the environment. As discussed in a
companion paper in these proceedings II and others 2 3 4 5] te different
values place people at different points of perspective right at the start and almost
always diverge even further as the debate continues.

ii) People perceive that information travels essentially one way (e.g., from proponent
and/or government agencies to the public) in the processes and the voices of the
community and its members are not heard. Subsequently, hey feet excluded from
the actual decision making process and even from being able to participate
meaningfully in the process.

Recent advances in informatics and geornatics technology, such as the Internet, web-
based software, and geographic information systems (GIS), have made it possible to
address these issues more effectively. We believe that the combined features of two
software (LDR Electronic Classroom and MapReflections) developed by the Applied
Technology Group of the York Centre for Applied Sustainability (YCAS) can
facilitate access to information, provide a virtual forum for discussion and debate,
make it possible for individuals to participate in decision making process, and to infer
peoples' values from their choice of criteria selection.

2. Mapreflections - A GIS-based Knowledge
Management and Sharing Tool

MapReflections is a web-based GIS software interface which aims to engage
participants in a process of knowledge sharing and data analyses in order to
formulate action plans and make collective decisions in a participatory manner 6,
[7]. It is part of a YCAS sponsored community-based water quality monitoring
project which involves high school students and their teachers in collecting water
samples from local watersheds in their surrounding areas. Primary water data thus
collected are entered into a central database via the MapReflections software
interface. Because it is map-based, both input and analysis of the collective data are
visually and intuitively simple to use and understand. The system can do comparative
analysis of data from all participating geographic areas and produce trends over time.
Based on the result of the analysis, participants may suggest, discuss, and debate
potential action plans and reach collective decisions in a participatory manner via this
distributed network of community groups, computers and software.
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3. User Input, Access of Data and Internet Mapping -
Using ESRI ARCIMS

The convergence of the Internet and GIS technologies have generated many
opportunities for "a new public sphere supporting interaction, debate and new forms
of democracy" [81 across different sectors of the civil society. In order to allow
participants to have equal access to data and information and the capability to
participate in decision making, the backbone of MapReflections requires a central
database that stores various spatial and attribute information and an application to
publish maps to the Internet for knowledge dissemination.
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MapReflections consists of ArcIMS, which is a web-enabled GIS developed by
Environmental System Research Institute (ESRI) and a central data repository for
collecting infon-nation through a web page. The web-enabled GIS allows the user to
search for specific site locations, display multiple data layers, query and retrieve the
spatial and attribute data for analysis [9]. Through a user-friendly web environment, a
user can request infon-nation from the central database, which is a commercially
available database management system (DBMS) such as Oracle, DB2 and Access, to
be made available through ArclMS server-side applications to the users' web
browsers. Furthermore, a specific web page is designed, using Active Server and
Visual Basic scripts to create a connection with the database, for users to enter data
and information. The advantage of this client/server architecture allows multiple
users to simultaneously access the same application data, updates from one computer
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through the Internet, and make information available to all who have access to the
web-enabled GIS.

4. Modifying MapReflections for Use as a Decision
Support Tool

The MapReflections Software can be adapted to serve as a decision support toot for
use by stakeholders and decision makers and can provide a web-based iformation
system for use by the general public as a means of gaining an appreciation of the
complexity of issues and processes involved in siting. This can be achieved by
enabling participants to conduct their own siting exercise on the computer.
Individuals may specify their own siting criteria concerning relevant technical (e.g.,
geologic, hydrologic, environmental, etc.) and non-technical factors (e.g., social,
jurisdictional, political, etc.) and using available digital information (including data
generated by participants themselves), construct various 'What if' scenarios.
"Thematic maps" are generated by the GIS for each set of input data such as:
geology, seismic activity, presence and sizes of water bodies on vegetation cover,
population density, presence and characteristic of roads, railways, and waterways,
jurisdictional boundaries, boundaries of parks, reserves, ecological sensitive areas,
and aboriginal lands, boundaries of disputed areas, etc. The GIS digitally
superimposes these thematic maps in an analogous fashion to over-layering clear
acetates one on top of another. By specifying various inclusion and exclusionary
criteria (e.g., disposal facility to be built in a regional discharge area, in a granitic
host rock, not closer to 100 km from a park or reservation, but closer then 20 km to a
major transportation route, etc.), the GIS can then reveal suitable areas for a disposal
facility according to the inclusionary and exclusionary criteria specified.

By undertaking their own analyzes - constructing various "what if" scenarios
according to their own criteria - the whole process is made more transparent and
understandable to individuals. We believe this to be a novel and effective way to
comprehend, and participate in, the complex process of selecting a site for a nuclear
waste disposal facility by members of a civil society.

To facilitate ease-of-use of the system by non-specialist, the software system should
be designed to include the following features:

i) Web-enabled so that anyone with access to the Internet can access the GIS and all
available data;

ii) Map-based so that the results will be presented visually to enhance understanding;
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iii) Made user-friendly with intuitively obvious functions and simple layouts and
inter-faces;

iv) Have pop-up menus and instructions to guide users;

v) Have 'chat' nd 'forum' facilitates for communication amongst participants in the
form of debates, discussions, training and answering queries.

5. Inferring Peoples' Values

As noted in the introduction, peoples' values deten-nine and affect how they perceive
fundamental issues such as fairness, justice, morals, ethical behavior and our
relationship and obligations to fellow human beings, animals and the environment.
Getting a "handle" on the wide range of values people hold is critical for an
understanding of the position people take on particular issues. However, elicitation
of these values is one of the most difficult things to do.

We believe that the web-based GIS being proposed can contribute in a unique way in
addressing this very difficult problem. By providing the public with this system,
users' siting preferences are revealed through their choice of siting criteria, and
specification of numerical values for these criteria. Since each individual's
preferences are recorded in a central database, analyses of this information can yield
valuable insights on a wide variety of non-technical factors such as dread, feelings of
stigmatization, perspectives on the proper use of resources, views on sacredness of
land etc. - the very factors that are critical in determining the success or failure of
siting but for which it is very difficult to obtain data. To our knowledge, this method
of ascertaining "revealed preferences" has never been attempted before and would
constitute an advance in tackling an extremely difficult problem.
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